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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT
Just a short note this month pending a holiday for Marilyn and me, in
hopefully more sunny climes. We will be away from 3 to 24 August, but
if needed we can still be contacted via mobile (0409 240 347) or e-mail.

Reminder
Jeff Grant
Chairman Donvale
Bowls Club

There have been a few occasions recently when the gate has been left
open overnight. In the interests of security, if you are last to leave the
club please make sure you close and lock the gate on departure.

Margaret Cunningham

Addendum (from David Mattiazzo)

Margaret and James were keen that all of her
bowls equipment and gear be donated to the
club. In view of Margaret's interest and
commitment to new members it has been decided
to use her bowls and bowling arm in the coaching
of new bowlers, primarily through U3A.

We failed to thank one of our painting team
members in last month's Newsletter.

In further recognition of her commitment, it was
also decided to rename our mentors day the
"Margaret Cunningham Mentors Day".
The remainder of her gear will be sold (similar to
the trading table concept) to members prior to the
commencement of the season, with proceeds
going to club funds. Margaret's and James'
generosity is very much appreciated.

We would like to say "thank you" to Stormy. He
arrived on Monday at approximately 12.30pm but
was unable to assist us in the painting due to his
painting arm being incapacitated. However, he
was able to use his other arm to retrieve his
wallet, and not only did he PAY for lunch he took
our order, picked up and delivered back to us and
enjoyed our company.
Thank you Stormy, it was much appreciated.

COACHING - for NEW MEMBERS
11am to 1pm – 52 Mondays each year
All

Bernie Henderson
Bernie joined the Donvale Bowls Club in 1990 and is a Life
member of our club. During his time at our Club, he played
in the top pennant side including Division one. He also won
the Club championship once and was the runner up twice.
He was President or Chairman of our Club 17 times, what
a magnanimous person who has helped our Club grow
and prosper through the years.

Brian Dunn

This program was the result of the “New Members
Open Day” on the 14th October last year when our
club signed up 49 new members.
In late October 2018 Rob Fairweather approached
Bernie about setting up a coaching session for new
bowlers which commenced in November 2018. This
also covers Social Play, Rules & Etiquette.
Donvale Bowls Club has five very successful new
member programs. Bernie’s Monday session 11am
to 1pm started with 5-8 attendees. Over the last two
months it averages 20 bowlers.
Bowlers do not have to book in, they just turn up
and there is no charge. All Donvale Club members
are welcome to attend these Monday sessions.
Mostly we play 2-4-2 which gives bowlers 4 bowls
each end and all players get to play “lead” or “skip”
on alternate ends.
Very new bowlers receive one on one coaching
until they are ready to join the 2-4-2 social play. As
well as coaching and social play, emphasis is
placed on safety, rules and etiquette.
With the variety of different sessions available to
new members, Donvale Bowls Club covers
Monday, Tuesday (2-4-2 in winter), Wednesday
(twilight summer), Thursdays (U3A) and Sunday
(PM). Very few Bowls Clubs would provide these
opportunities for new members.
On a regular basis there are notices emailed to all
members, keeping them updated on what is
happening at the Club.
At Donvale Bowls Club we are proud of our
facilities, our yearly increase in membership, and
our happy atmosphere around the club.

All Bowlers Enjoying Monday at the Bernie and Brian Coaching Session

Coaching organisers Brian Dunn and Bernie Henderson

Joined Donvale Bowls Club three years ago on open day
for new players. Played Tuesday pennant the last two
years reaching finals both years. Started practicing two
years ago on Mondays with Bernie Henderson and this
has continued, after Bernie asked to help with the new
bowlers. Has just recently completed a Club Coach twoday course with Bowls Victoria at Brighton Bowls club
conducted by Mr Gary Larsky.

Bernie and Brian coach every Monday between 11am and 1pm

BURNIE’S RULES, ETIQUETTE
& TIPS FOR NEW MEMBERS
(and Older Members Too)
GENERAL
• When a bowler is on the mat other bowlers should be 2 metres behind the mat, and refrain from talking. A
bowler is only on the mat from 5 to 10 seconds, which is a small time to be quiet
• When next to bowl, the next bowler should pick up their bowl and stand one metre behind the mat
• The next bowler should be evaluating whether it is a short, medium or long end? Is the wind blowing? What
hand you may prefer? and What will be your line?
• It is a benefit to compare in your mind the length of the previous end with the up-coming end. With this in your
mind you will bowl a better bowl.
• When your opponent’s bowl stops, it is then “your mat”
• Place your feet in the same place on the mat with your feet and body facing your proposed line
• Part of one foot must be on or above the mat while delivering your bowl
• The last thing you do before you bowl is “CHECK THE BIAS ON YOUR BOWL”
• Watch every bowl you bowl until it stops (particularly the bad ones)
• When your bowl stops, you should be behind the mat
• For safety reasons you should never walk backwards
• At the conclusion of each end, the winning Lead picks up and places the mat while facing the rink number. The
losing Lead collects the scoop and gathers all bowls and pushes them back 2 metres behind the mat and to one
side of the rink
ATTENDING THE HEAD
• The Skipper attends the Head for the Leads, Seconds and Thirds bowls
• The Third attends the Head when the Skipper is on the mat
• When attending the Head, Thirds and Skips should stand one metre from the centre line and 2 metres behind
the Jack and remain still while a player is on the mat
• Do not stand on the centre line as bowlers need to see the rink number to ascertain if the Jack has moved
• Do not stand in front of the rink markers as nearly all bowlers use the rink markers to determine their line
• Skippers usually advise bowlers how much short or long each bowl is
• Leads, Seconds and Thirds can ask Skippers questions like “Who is Shot?” “How far short was my first
bowl?” “Which bowl is Shot?”
• Thirds can advise Skips how long or short their bowl is, but usually all a Third has to report is the answers to
Skips questions
• Leads and Seconds do not communicate with Skips except when crossing over
• A famous saying to Thirds is “Be Up, and Shut Up”
• If a team is “down”, a Third has to at least reach the Head

BUILDING A HEAD
• A Leads role is to have one bowl inside one metre of the Jack and one bowl behind
• The same goes for the Second. Thirds usually get advice from the Skip
• Remember, if a bowl is more than one metre short of the Jack “IT IS A BAD BOWL”
• When a Skip asks how much short a bowl is, the appropriate measurement is from the bowl to “Jack High” –
not the distance from the bowl to the Jack
SOME GOOD ANSWERS TO SKIPS QUESTIONS
• We definitely have Shot (or definitely Down)
• It is too close to make a call either way
• We definitely have 2 Shots and a measure for third
• We definitely have three shots (or definitely 3 - Down)

Bernie Henderson

Greens Report
ARTIFICIAL GREEN
There have been concerns raised over the poor drainage of the Rink. Some have
suggested that it is draining much slower than previous years. Roy Riley was kind enough
to look at the general drainage for anything that may have been obvious regarding the
blockage. However, we were unable to establish any specific fault. I have since presented
the problem to Grassports (suppliers and fitters of the surface) and they are coming on the
31st of July to give us some idea of corrective action.

Gary Brady
Greens Director

GRASS GREEN
Vertidrain aeration of the grass will take place on August the 12th. This involves a small
tractor applying spikes into the surface and there will be limited inconvenience for
members. Shane has been cutting the grass to a longer length and treating the surface for
eradication of the Poa weed and Moss. In discussion with Graeme Morrison it appears
that the Poa is introduced to the rink from the edge grasses by foot and in particular by
mat. He suggested that we place the mats upside down on the edge when not in use
between ends as this may help with reducing the infestation.

Ask the Umpire August 2019
A fast drive hit the jack hard and knocked a chip out of it. The players didn’t know
what to do and called the umpire. The umpire decided that the jack was too badly
damaged to continue using it. She therefore called for a new jack and declared the
end dead.
Was the umpire right?
Umpire Barry says the umpire was right.
If the jack is damaged during the course of play the umpire should decide whether
a replacement jack is required – Law 30.1

Barry Wilkins
Coach & Umpire

If a replacement jack is needed, the end will be declared dead and Law 20 will
apply – Law 30.2.
Law 20 is the law relating to the replaying of a dead end.

NEW MEMBERS DAY - Sunday 13th October 2019
Can Donvale once again achieve the unachievable?
Your immeasurable support the last three years has ensured Donvale
Bowling Club continues to buck the trend, grow and prosper.
The last three years have been overwhelming, resulting in the club
registering in excess of 100 New Members.
Yes, the cynics will quickly remind you of how many we lose, but the
positives are, so many of you reading this is a direct result of those
important registration days, hopefully now confirming your decision, and
the enjoyment Donvale BC provides.

Rob (Stormy)
Fairweather

The dramatic fall off of membership at so many local bowling clubs
surely confirms the danger, doing nothing ensures you achieve just that!

Let’s challenge the odds and
exceed last year’s results 50 registrations?
The club and our generous sponsor Parkes Real
Estate will again print 15,000 Flyers.
(In colour, neatly folded, ready for the letter box).

If you are able to volunteer a couple of hours of
your time, this will be such a valuable contribution
contributing to the security and longevity of our
club.
In the pursuing weeks you will find a folder outside
the clubhouse. Please register your name and
support to distribute the flyers, getting the job
done.

Supporting the flyers, we will have valuable road
signage and press editorials.

In anticipation, our sincere thanks for your
fantastic and ongoing support, getting involved,
volunteering the numbers whenever the club
needs them…Indeed special!

Distribution of those flyers will be 2 weeks prior to the
13th October.

Stormy

Non-Pennant & Social Events
SUNDAY BOWLS
Sunday bowls has ceased as of 28th July. It has been successful in
introducing new bowlers to the club and providing them a chance to play a
social game. It has done a great job. We will introduce Sunday bowls again
when we take in the next large batch of new members from the membership
drive later in the year.

YARRA VALLEY HARNESS RACING
Mal Shields
President NP& SE

The club is having a social day at the races on the 19th August (please refer
to the details on the next page)

Break up the week with a day at the trots at Yarra Glen. Enjoy the action
on the track, a two - course meal and views of the surrounding ranges.
From the comfort of the Yarraview Dining Room, you can spend your
race day endeavouring to find that next winner to pass the post.
We will be travelling by car to:
Yarra Glen Racecourse
Armstrong Grove, Yarra Glen, 3775

Car-pooling:
Meet at Donvale Bowls Club car park at 10:15am to leave by 10:30am.
When signing up for this outing please advise if you are able to provide a
ride to others or if you would like a ride there. Free public parking is
available at the racecourse via Armstrong Grove at Gates B and C.
We meet:
Yarra Glen Racecourse at the Yarraview Dining Room

Lunch:
A two - course meal will be provided in the dining room.

Cost:
$40.00 Includes entry, race book and lunch

Sign up now, bookings close Friday 2nd August 2019.
Full payment of $40 is to be made by Friday 2nd August 2019.
For further information please contact Anna Brady 0417 580 842
or Mal Shield 0409 100 243

